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Brand New Book. The passions aroused by canine competition can inspire violent fantasies. But
when a talented handler falls flat on her face during the obedience trials, Australian Shepherd lover
Janet MacPhail can hardly believe someone would actually resort to murder. As she takes care of
her mother and falls for a hunky black Lab owner, the last thing Janet needs is to find out she s
become a person of interest. Nosing around for clues that might clear her good name, Janet and
her friends--Australian Shepherd Jay, tabby cat Leo, and eccentric neighbor Goldie Sunshine--
discover the hard way that killers don t like snoops. And it soon becomes apparent that the next
victim might just be Janet herself. Praise: Boneham packs a punch in her series debut. --RT Book
Reviews A smart first mystery. Fans of Laurien Berenson or Susan Conant will especially enjoy this
pet-centered mystery. --Booklist Boneham s debut will delight dog fanciers. --Kirkus Reviews [A]
delightful debut. Right up there with the likes of Sue Grafton (Kinsey Millhone novels) and Janet
Evanovich (Stephanie Plum novels), without the profanity. An intriguing whodunit. --The Australian
Shepherd Journal...
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This publication is definitely worth buying. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a
composed publication.
-- Rhiannon Steuber-- Rhiannon Steuber

Very helpful to all type of individuals. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time. Its been designed in an extremely basic way which is just soon after
i finished reading this pdf through which basically modified me, change the way i believe.
-- Tyshawn Brekke-- Tyshawn Brekke
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